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“Wallace and Cole: Perception” Jodi Lang 
(remix as reframe example) 
Questions to Consider For Discussion and Reflection 
In the following example, Lang took her own finished essays and then treated it as if she was 
annotating an analysis, similar to the sample papers you have probably seen in textbooks. This 
analysis became the basis for later revisions. Lang also wrote a short reflective essay about this 
experience.  
Notice how her perspective changes by treating the original essay as if it were written by 
someone else, as if this was an article assigned for analysis. Even though this was a “finished” 
essay, the new context allowed the student to view the work quite differently. That’s the point of 
remixes--looking at material in a different way changes the work.  
Let’s look at this remix (called “reframes” in this particular class). The original essay is in 
regular font; the “reframe” comments are in italics. As you read this example, consider: 
 How does this process change the essay even for the author? 
 How does this student find new elements of her own writing that she previously had 
missed? How does changing the format in these “reframes” change the student’s 
perspectives seemingly so dramatically? What’s at work here? 
 How might you use this process to analyze your own work and/or to revise it? 
 What light does the reflective letter shed on the revision process? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Wallace and Cole: Perception by Jodi Lang 
Wallace illustrates how selfish people are by discussing our default setting. [The author opens 
with the topic of selfish human nature. The author seems to be writing an argument of definition. 
This topic sentence could be more direct and specific. Author is directing to selfish people.] The 
default setting keeps us from noticing events that are happening right in front us. [Author is 
making the first supporting point of the default setting.] Our default setting, that comes hard-
wired into our brains, causes us to be so self-centered without a second thought (7). Wallace 
states, “the most obvious, important realities are often the ones that are hardest to see and talk 
about” (2). [Author connects to the real world to create an ethical appeal. Also, draws in 
evidence to further support claim.] Important realities go without getting noticed because our 
default setting keeps us wrapped up in our own thoughts (7). We only notice the problems that 
are so real to us. [Author should provide an example to relate more with the audience]. 
Surrounding realities will get recognized once we step out of our self-centered clouds. [The next 
topic of self-centeredness could be approached more specifically. A better topic sentence would 
draw the readers in.] Somehow the thoughts of others need to be communicated to us (7). 
Gaining awareness can be a struggle because selfishness is “our default setting” (7). Controlling 
our mind will allow us to gain perspective from what is happening around us. [How will 
perspective be gained?] Rewiring our default settings will require changing our overall 
perspective. Wallace mentions, “the mind being an excellent server but a terrible master” (10). 
[Why is the mind an excellent server? How does the author relate to the unconscious decisions of 
her mind? If the author explained this more I would further understand the claim.] Our minds 
are so unconsciously wired to be only aware of our troubles. To some people it may seem 
impossible to get away from our natural settings, but changing that setting is possible. Challenge 
your mind to consider outside possibilities. [Author could create a better ethical appeal by 
including experiences from the source.] Allowing outside opinions into our thoughts will further 
your education. Rewire your default setting to be more aware of the environment around you and 
the problems of others. [Opening paragraph provides how society gives in to their default 
settings. The argument seems one-sided. A more convincing argument would show the reader 
how the opposing side thinks.] 
The freedom of choosing our belief systems plays a crucial role in our everyday lives. [Author 
introduces the topic of belief systems with an ethical appeal. Author establishes ethos by having 
a clear motive.] Freedom of choice allows us to choose how we deal with the world. Daily lives 
of adults are, “dreary” and “annoying” (Wallace para. 16). You may find yourself judging a 
mother's parenting skills in a grocery store, but “if you’re aware enough to give yourself a 
choice, you can choose to look differently” (23). [Author adds a realistic example establishing 
pathos, but a better relationship could be established with audience with a specific example from 
the source] She could be a great mother who is just having a rough day. That thought would 
never go through our minds if we did not have the freedom of choosing how we see events in our 
daily lives. A change in perspective can have a major impact on not letting the adult world win.[ 
As a reader I do not feel the argument changing my perspective.] We have the most control over 
the freedom to choose our belief systems. [The supporting point is introduced, but seems 
repetitive to the topic sentence.] Adult life does not seem to give much choice, but “The only 
choice we get is what to worship” (25). Beliefs shape our conscious values. Conscious values 
allow our lives to have meaning and to have our own thoughts. Most people find themselves 
getting caught up just going through their day only reacting. [Author made a good point here, but 
I do not see how the conscious values is relating with her original topic.] The most important 
freedom, “involves attention and awareness and discipline” (28). The ability to have attention 
and discipline allows us to be consciously aware of our thoughts. There might be in a situation 
where two people believe two completely different ideas over the same topic. [This point could 
create a better connection with pathos with how the author has experienced these situations.] 
The freedom we have here, is to figure out why someone feels differently than you (5). However, 
the real world will encourage you to do the opposite (28). The “real world” craves the selfish 
attention and power (28). But, doing as the real world does not involve discipline or awareness. 
[This sentence does not make sense. It may need to be restructured. And, why does the “real 
world crave these things? I am having a hard time following the claims.]  Freedom of choice has 
a big impact on how we experience our lives. [Concluding sentence does tie all points together 
with an ethical appeal because trust has been earned throughout this paragraph.] 
Learning to be less arrogant is a true value of our education. We are usually blind to how 
arrogant we can be. More often than not, we find ourselves judging how others live. But, we 
never truly know what they are going through. Their problems are experienced second hand by 
us. We just assume we know their problems, or we do not even care to know. [First point of 
topic has been introduced with evidence to support. The author is bettering the ethical appeal 
with writing about her knowledge on arrogance. The author is aware of her audience.] To be 
less arrogant we need to be critically aware of situations happening right in front of us. Everyone 
feels strongly about what they believe, but “a huge percentage of the stuff” we think to be correct 
is often, “totally wrong and deluded” (6). [Author brings in evidence to further support her claim 
and keep the trust with the audience.] Critical awareness will be obtained once we learn that we 
are not always right. Becoming so aware and being able to gain perspective of new situations 
will decrease arrogance. Questioning new thoughts does not mean we should deny everything 
that goes against what we believe. [Author has empty claims. Examples and evidence would 
strengthen these claims without making it seem like they were simply thrown in.]  Cynicism gets 
in the way of becoming less arrogant. People are often arrogant when they dismiss the ideas of 
others (30). In everyday life, cynicism is used because people believe they have the right to 
dismiss others. This is true, but accepting the ideas of others is crucial if we ever want to be less 
arrogant. [Author seems to start a counter argument, but the argument seems empty. As the 
reader I do not feel my perspective being challenged.]  The education that we receive will have 
paid off once we can start looking at others problems without instantly judging them. 
Cole illustrates the disorder of our lives by discussing entropy. [Topic is introduced and draws in 
reader. Credibility is established by referencing K.C. Cole.] Entropy is everywhere and everyone 
experiences its effects in one way or another. Life may seem like everything is finally calming 
down, but then you realize almost every appliance in your house needs repairs. Those repairs 
probably are not new, but setting them off to the side seemed like a good idea at the time. Those 
household appliances no longer serve their purpose. [Supporting evidence works, but could be 
strengthened with personal example. How is entropy everywhere? I do not see the other side of 
the argument.] Entropy is most noticeable when aspects of our lives have lost their purpose (6). 
The increase of entropy is inevitable once the control over a situation is lost. For instance, 
entropy has the capability of upsetting people because, “[the people] feel that they have lost their 
sense of direction, that they are wasting youth and opportunity at every turn” (6). [This example 
really works with the bolded point and empathizes with the audience.] No matter what, 
everything will inevitably fall apart, but the destruction will occur faster if that object is not 
given a purpose. Often allowing entropy into our lives and letting it win is the easier option (15). 
[What would the other option be? How is an object giving purpose? Author should elaborate on 
these claims because I do not understand the point of the claims.] Entropy results from the 
complexity of our lives. The “increasingly...complexity” of our lives means there are a lot more 
ways for something to fall apart. Not many people find themselves wanting to put in the extra 
effort to fix the disorder caused by entropy (15). [This claim seems to be more opinion based.] 
Disorder in our lives inevitable. 
Entropy can seem depressing, but that does not always have to be the case. [Topic sentence 
seems like there is going to be a counter argument.] Entropy does not just destroy, there are 
exceptions. The most rewarding form of entropy, “is the creation of life”. Entropy combines 
smaller objects for a bigger outcome. For instance, Cole illustrates this with, “A seed soaks up 
some soil and some carbon and some sunshine and some water and arranges it into a rose” (8). 
Entropy can seem destructive to many, but entropy has the ability to create something beautiful 
and meaningful. [Author supports claim and illustrates the claim of Cole. The point is supported 
in a convincing manner.] Creation requires purpose and energy. Now that life has been created it 
needs purpose. [Sentence should be restructured because it is a little confusing for the reader.] 
Many people allow parts of their lives to fall apart because this is who they are. Awareness to the 
world around us will allow us to notice that purpose needs to be maintained. Ultimately, 
“creation takes work”, and, “it also has its price” (9). The price that comes with creation is why, 
“it seems so hard to get ourselves together, so easy to let ourselves fall apart” (9). Entropy must 
be fought. Fighting entropy creates longevity. [The points do not seem to connect. This 
paragraph does not have a natural flow.] In most cases entropy is a downhill battle and 
humanity is an uphill battle. Destroying entropy can be overwhelming since there seem to be so 
many problems created from entropy. Take a look at your neighborhood, are you upset “that 
people are unemployed and inflation is out of control” (14)? Entropy does not always have to 
win. Fighting away the disorder, “seems as if just breaking even is an uphill fight” (12). Just 
breaking even is can be depressing. Fighting entropy does not have to be impossible. [There is a 
two-sided argument, but the reader would understand better with specific examples.]  
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I found writing the reframe extremely helpful. In high school, I often had an assignment of 
annotating someone's work, and to see whether or not it made sense. If I found that something 
did not make sense, I would make a note and see if that topic was discussed further later on. So, I 
treated the reframe assignment like a past assignment. I detached myself from my work to really 
dig in and see what points were being made. I found myself making questions or notes that 
would clarify points for the reader. 
The paper I was reading for the reframe was about perception. When I was reading and making 
notes, I really tried to make notes about my perception. Did I find the author was thoroughly 
convincing me to change how I think about my selfish default setting? If I answered yes, I would 
make positive comments about how to work that idea into the rest of the points. However, I did 
not find myself thinking about changing my perception often. My perspective on the natural 
selfishness seemed like it was an OK thing to do after reading the paper. Since my perspective 
was unchanged, I tried to make constructive comments like “Author could further support this 
claim with evidence from the text”. I found the paper lacked examples to support the claims. 
Readers could have connected better if they had something to relate to. I would not say a 
personal experience of the author, but an example from the texts she was writing from. 
The reframe assignment can be extremely beneficial for anyone wanting to improve their work. I 
will definitely be doing this with future assignments before even handing them in. I believe the 
reframe assignment I did is a good example of how students should be looking at anyone's work 
to understand the points. If they are having a hard time understanding the main point, that is 
where notes should be made. Confusing points can raise more questions that a reader can find the 
answers to clarify what the author is stating. 
If my reframe were to be put into the handbook for future CPN classes I would feel 
accomplished. I would like my work to be a future example for anyone who has to reframe either 
their work or the work of another author. I actually used student examples in the Everything is an 
Argument book to get an idea of how to analyze the paper. I took reframe paragraph by 
paragraph to really make sure I could make all of the necessary comments without becoming 
overwhelmed. I can see why other students may have struggled with this assignment because it 
definitely can be hard to critique your own work. 
